Industry:
Customer:

Aircraft
Airship manufacturer in Germany

}} Torque measurement on an airship propulsion

}}Case description:
Off-Highway Powertrain Services (OHP Services) was
asked by an airship manufacturer to investigate problems
on failure-prone motor drive shafts. In the context of a
development project the dynamics of the propulsion and
the root cause of the failures was to be studied. After an
extensive exchange of information regarding the operational
conditions OHP Services recommended an analysis of the
torsional vibration behavior and the torque.
For the measurement three different shafts were applied
with strain gauges in the OHP Services lab. The telemetry,
used to transfer data from the rotating to the nonrotating measurement system, was mounted on site. The
measurements were carried out on different operational
points that can be associated with different movements of
the airship. The preliminary works and the measurements
were carried out and monitored by a certified vibration
expert of the OHP Services.

the torsional vibrations and the torque with the necessary
precision and sampling frequency.
From the measured data Campbell diagrams were calculated
for the most relevant operational points. With the Campbell
diagram, which shows the Eigen frequencies in relation to
the speed, the certified specialist of OHP Services could
investigate the resonances of the drive configuration in the
different operating points.
The analysis of the data demonstrated that no resonances
in the operating points occurred, so they could not be the
root cause of the problems. Further investigation of the
data showed that two of the three investigated shafts had
peak loads caused by the driving motor. The customer was
advised to take measures to eliminate the influence of the
driving motor. These measures could be performed by OHP
Services too.

The data acquisition and analysis was done on a data
logger, specially configured by OHP Services to measure

Customers test rig with the measurement
equipment installed

Typical Campbell-Diagram with the excitation
of the driving motor
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}}Challenge:
}}Torque measurement in an extremely constrained
and complex environment

}}Interference to the telemetry system caused by high
mechanical vibrations and environmental conditions

}}Solution:
}}Mechanical preparation and preliminary configuration of the relevant drive parts in the OHP Serviceslaboratory
}}Installation of the prepared drive parts and establishing the connectivity to the measurement equipment
}}Use of a bespoke torque measurement for the project
}}Accompaniment of the measurement process in all
operational states to ensure a perfect signal recording

}}Customer Value:
}}The customer gained a deep and detailed understanding of the dynamic torsional behavior in all
operational points of his drive
}}Detailed data analysis, prepared by OHP Services
certified vibration experts, are the basis for optimization projects
}}Root-Cause solving advice was given to the customer
by OHP Services

}}What’s special?

}}Due to the expertise of OHP Services a problem
oriented measurement was carried out for the customers highly complex test rig. On the basis of the
measurement data a specific solution for the problem
was engineered and proposed to the customer.
}}OHP Services does not provide “off the shelf” service!
A highly complex and individual problem needs an
individual and professional solution.
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WORLDWIDE
Off-Highway Powertrain Services collaborates with manufacturers and logistics partners worldwide: benefit from our
extensive network. By means of our Service Parts Availability
Module, you can define which part are to be available, and how
quickly they can be delivered to your location – regardless of
manufacturers. We also offer customized spare parts to our
clients on stock.
E-Mail: service.boenen@walterscheid.com
Phone: +49 (0) 2383 921 15 0
This case study is exemplary only. Any and all information, data, values, products,
procedures etc. which are mentioned in this case study vary from case to case
and can be different. For calculation pertaining to your business, please refer to a
Off-Highway Powertrain Services employee.
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